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Prepulse inhibition (PPI), a phenomenon in which a weak prestimulus decreases the startle response to an intense stimulus,
provides an operational measure of sensorimotor gating (a
process by which an organism filters sensory information) and
is diminished in schizophrenia and schizotypal patients. The
psychotomimetic phencyclidine and its potent congener dizocilpine are noncompetitive antagonists of the NMDA receptor
complex, and they disrupt PPI in rodents, mimicking the clinically observed PPI deficit. The neuroanatomical substrates
mediating the PPI-disruptive effects of noncompetitive NMDA
antagonists are unknown. The present study sought to identify
brain regions subserving the disruption of PPI produced by
noncompetitive NMDA antagonists in rats. PPI was measured
in startle chambers immediately after bilateral infusion of dizocilpine (0, 0.25, 1.25, and 6.25 mg/0.5 ml/side) into one of six
brain regions: amygdala, dorsal hippocampus, medial prefrontal cortex, nucleus accumbens, ventral hippocampus, and dor-

somedial thalamus. Dizocilpine significantly decreased PPI after infusion into the amygdala or dorsal hippocampus. A trend
toward PPI disruption was observed with administration into
medial prefrontal cortex. In contrast, no change in PPI was
produced by dizocilpine infusion into nucleus accumbens, ventral hippocampus, or dorsomedial thalamus. Startle reactivity
was increased by dizocilpine infusion into amygdala, dorsal
hippocampus, nucleus accumbens, and dorsomedial thalamus, but not medial prefrontal cortex. These findings indicate
that multiple limbic forebrain regions mediate the ability of
noncompetitive NMDA antagonists to disrupt PPI and that the
PPI-disruptive and the startle-increasing effects of dizocilpine
are mediated by different central sites.
Key words: startle; prepulse inhibition; schizophrenia; dizocilpine; MK-801; glutamate; phencyclidine; amygdala; nucleus
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Noncompetitive NMDA antagonists, such as phencyclidine
(PCP), are psychotomimetic, producing in healthy humans many
of the cognitive and perceptual disturbances that are characteristic of schizophrenia (Javitt and Zukin, 1991; Krystal et al.,
1994). Identif ying the mechanism by which PC P and related
compounds produce their behavioral effects could lead to a better
understanding of the neural substrates underlying drug-induced
psychotic states and perhaps schizophrenia. To this end, the
behavioral effects of PC P-like compounds have been studied
extensively in animals. One of the cardinal effects of noncompetitive NMDA antagonists in rodents is the disruption of prepulse
inhibition (PPI) (Mansbach and Geyer, 1989, 1991; Dulawa and
Geyer, 1996). PPI refers to the normal reduction in the magnitude
of the startle response to an intense stimulus when that stimulus
is immediately preceded by a prepulse (Hoffman and Ison, 1980).
PPI provides an operational measure of sensorimotor gating, one
mechanism by which an organism filters information from its
surroundings (Braff and Geyer, 1990; Geyer et al., 1990). Several
psychiatric populations, including schizophrenia, schizotypal, and

obsessive–compulsive disorder patients, that exhibit symptoms
that are consistent with deficient central inhibitory processes have
lower levels of PPI than healthy control subjects (Braff et al., 1992;
Grillon et al., 1992; Cadenhead et al., 1993; Swerdlow et al., 1993;
Bolino et al., 1994). Therefore, understanding the mechanism by
which PCP-like drugs disrupt PPI might provide insight into the
mechanisms underlying deficient sensorimotor gating in humans.
The neuroanatomical substrates mediating the PPI-disruptive
effects of noncompetitive NMDA antagonists are unknown. To
date, the only study that examined the effects of centrally administered noncompetitive NMDA antagonists on PPI found that low
doses of dizocilpine failed to disrupt PPI when infused into the
nucleus accumbens (NAcc) “core” (Reijmers et al., 1995). The
purpose of the present investigation was to identify the neuroanatomical sites that contribute to the PPI-disruptive effects of
the channel-blocking NMDA antagonists in rats by directly microinfusing the noncompetitive NMDA antagonist dizocilpine
into several different brain regions and testing for potential decreases in PPI. Six sites were selected for study on the basis of
their previously reported involvement in the modulation of PPI,
as well as their high levels of PCP binding sites (Suzuki et al.,
1995). The amygdala (AM) was chosen because it has been
reported that either lesions of this region or infusion of the
competitive NMDA antagonist AP-5 into this region disrupts PPI
(Wan and Swerdlow, 1997). The dorsal hippocampus (DH) was
selected because it contains perhaps the highest concentration of
NMDA receptors in the brain and has been found to mediate the
disruption of PPI produced by the cholinergic agonist carbachol
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(Caine et al., 1991). Similarly, multiple lines of evidence implicate
the NAcc in the dopaminergic regulation of PPI (Swerdlow et al.,
1992). Manipulations of the ventral hippocampus (V H) (Wan et
al., 1996), the dorsomedial thalamus (DMT) (Kodsi and Swerdlow, 1997), or medial prefrontal cortex (M PFC) (Koch and Bubser, 1994) can alter PPI, suggesting that these sites might also be
good candidates for mediating the PPI-disruptive effects of PCPlike NMDA antagonists.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects. Sixty-eight experimentally naive male Sprague Dawley rats
(Harlan Laboratories, San Diego, CA) were used in the present studies.
Rats weighed ;300 gm at the time of surgery and 320 –360 gm at the time
of behavioral testing. Animals were housed in clear plastic cages in
groups of two to three and were allowed access to food (Lab Chow;
Harlan Teklab, Madison, W I) and water ad libitum throughout the
experiment. The animal colony was temperature- and humiditycontrolled and operated on a reversed 12 hr light /dark cycle (lights on at
7:00 P.M., lights off at 7:00 A.M.). On arrival in the colony, all rats were
handled gently by the experimenter every day for 1–2 min each.
Surger y. Four to 7 d after the animals arrived, surgeries were performed to implant bilateral chronic indwelling cannulas aimed at the
brain regions of interest. Animals were anesthetized by continuous
inhalation of vaporized halothane delivered via a nose cone attached to
the stereotaxic apparatus (Kopf Instruments, T ujunga, CA). Six different
brain regions were targeted in separate groups of rats (n 5 7–10 for each
site): AM, DH, M PFC, NAcc, DMT, and V H. The coordinates for DH,
NAcc, and DMT were based on the atlas of Pellegrino et al. (1979) and
were as follows: DH, anteroposterior (AP), 21.6 mm from bregma;
lateromedial (L M), 61.5 mm from midline; dorsoventral (DV), 22.5 mm
from skull surface; NAcc, AP, 13.5 mm from bregma; L M, 61.7 mm
from midline; DV, 25.7 mm from skull surface; DMT, AP,
21.2 mm from bregma; L M, 60.8 mm from midline; DV, 25.2 mm from
skull surface. The coordinates for AM, M PFC, and V H were as follows:
AM, AP, 22.6 mm from bregma; L M, 64.9 mm from midline; DV, 25.4
mm from skull surface; M PFC, AP, 13.0 mm from bregma; L M, 60.8
mm from midline; DV, 22.2 mm from skull surface; V H, AP, 25.2 mm
from bregma; L M, 65.3 mm from midline; DV, 25.6 mm from skull
surface. Coordinates for these latter three sites were derived from the
atlas of Paxinos and Watson (1986). The cannulas (stainless steel, 23
gauge; Small Parts, Miami Lakes, FL) were affixed to the skull with
stainless steel screws (Small Parts) and light-curable dental cement
(Henry Schein, Port Washington, N Y). Stainless steel stylets were placed
into the cannulas to prevent occlusion. After surgery, animals were given
daily health checks in which the experimenter gently handled the rats and
replaced missing stylets.
Drug inf usion. On all test days, animals were wrapped loosely in a
cotton dish towel, and stylets were removed and placed into 70% ethanol.
C annulas were cleaned with a dental broach, and stainless steel injectors
(30 gauge; Small Parts) were lowered so that they extended 1.5–3.0 mm
below the tips of the cannulas. Thus, the final DV coordinates for the
various sites were (in mm below skull surface): AM, 8.4; DH, 4.5; M PFC,
4.2; Nacc, 8.2; DMT, 6.7; V H, 7.6. The injectors were attached to
polyethylene tubing, which was attached to 10 ml Hamilton microsyringes
(Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) that were mounted on a motorized
pump. A total of 0.5 ml /side of saline or drug was delivered over 93 sec.
The pump was then shut off, and injectors were kept in place for an
additional 60 sec to allow for absorption of the injection bolus into the
tissue. Injectors were then removed, stylets were replaced, and animals
were placed immediately into startle chambers for behavioral testing.
E xperimental design. One week after surgery, behavioral testing began.
All animals were tested initially in a short baseline startle session (20
trials) immediately after receiving sham inf usions (injectors were lowered, but no fluid was delivered) to acclimate them to the inf usion and
testing procedure. T wo to 3 d later, drug inf usions commenced. Dizocilpine (M K-801) was used as the central probe, because it has been
found upon systemic administration to produce the same effects on PPI
as the classic psychotomimetic phencyclidine but is more potent than
PC P (Mansbach and Geyer, 1989; Bakshi et al., 1994; Bakshi and Geyer,
1995). In each experiment, several doses of dizocilpine (0, 0.25, 1.25, or
6.25 mg, all in a volume of 0.5 ml /side) were given in a counterbalanced
order (Latin Square design) over 4 test days. A minimum of 4 d separated
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successive tests. Dizocilpine was purchased from Research Biochemicals
(Natick, M A) and dissolved in warm isotonic saline.
Behavioral testing. All testing occurred within four startle chambers
(San Diego Instruments, San Diego, CA), each consisting of a clear
nonrestrictive Plexiglas cylinder resting on a platform inside of a ventilated and illuminated chamber. A high-frequency loudspeaker inside the
chamber produced both a continuous background noise of 65 dB and the
various acoustic stimuli. As described previously (Mansbach et al., 1988),
the whole-body startle response of the animal caused vibrations of the
Plexiglas cylinder, which were converted into analog signals by a piezoelectric unit attached to the platform. These signals were then digitized
and stored by a microcomputer and interface unit. Weekly calibrations
were performed on the chambers to ensure the accuracy of the sound
levels and measurements. Sound levels were measured as described
previously (Mansbach et al., 1988) using the decibel(A) scale. In the test
session, a background noise (65 dB) was presented alone for 5 min and
then continued throughout the remainder of the session. The test session
used in all of the experiments contained five different trial types and had
a duration of 20 min: a “pulse-alone” trial in which a 40 msec 120 dB
broadband burst was presented; three “prepulse plus pulse” trials in
which 20 msec noises that were either 3, 6, or 12 dB above the background noise were presented 100 msec before the onset of the 120 dB
pulse; and a “no stimulus” trial, which included only the background
noise. All trial types were presented several times in a pseudorandom
order for 52 trials (20 pulse-alone trials and eight each of the remaining
trial types). In addition, four pulse-alone trials, which were not included
in the calculation of PPI values, were presented at the beginning of the
test session to achieve a relatively stable level of startle reactivity for the
remainder of the session [based on the observation that the most rapid
habituation of the startle reflex occurs within the first few presentations
of the startling stimulus (Geyer et al., 1990)]. An average of 15 sec
(ranging from 9 to 21 sec) separated consecutive trials. The baseline
session used to familiarize rats with the testing procedure consisted of 20
trials (17 120 dB pulse-alone and three prepulse plus pulse trials with a
12 dB prepulse intensity).
Histolog y. After completion of the experiments, all animals were
perf used transcardially with isotonic saline, followed by 10% formalin
(Fisher Scientific) to fix the brain tissue. Brains were removed, stored in
10% formalin, and subsequently sliced into 60 mm sections using a sliding
microtome with a freezing stand (Leica, Deerfield, IL). Slices were
mounted onto slides, stained with cresyl violet, and examined for injector
tip placement under a microscope. The experimenter was blind to the
behavioral data at the time of histological analysis. Only animals whose
injector tip placements fell within the targeted areas were used for data
analysis.
Data anal ysis. The startle response to the 120 dB burst was recorded
for each pulse-alone and prepulse plus pulse trial. T wo measures were
calculated from these data for each animal. First, the amount of PPI was
calculated as a percentage score for each prepulse plus pulse trial type:
PPI 5 100 - [(startle response for prepulse plus pulse trial)/(startle
response for pulse-alone trial)] 3 100. Because the prepulse intensity
factor did not interact significantly with any other factor in any of the
experiments, this factor was collapsed by averaging the PPI values for the
different prepulse intensities and thereby creating a global PPI score for
each animal. Second, startle magnitude was calculated as the average
response to all of the pulse-alone trials. Only the data from the first half
of the test session were used, because nonspecific diff usion-related effects
were noted occasionally in the second half (which occurred ;15 min
after inf usion). All PPI and startle magnitude data were analyzed with
separate one-factor ANOVA with treatment as a repeated measure. Post
hoc analyses were performed using the Newman –Keul’s test. a level was
set to 0.05.

RESULTS
Prepulse inhibition
Figure 1, A–F, depicts the effects of dizocilpine infusion into the
various brain regions of interest. ANOVA of data from the AM
experiment revealed a significant main effect of drug treatment
(F(3,15) 5 4.26; p , 0.023). Post hoc analyses indicated that this
effect was attributable to the highest dose of dizocilpine, which
markedly reduced PPI from saline values ( p , 0.05) (Fig. 1 A).
Similarly, a main effect of drug treatment was observed after
dizocilpine infusion into the DH (F(3,21) 5 3.80; p , 0.026) (Fig.
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Figure 1. Effects on prepulse inhibition of dizocilpine microinf usion into AM ( A), DH ( B), M PFC ( C), V H ( D), NAcc ( E), and DMT ( F). Error bars
represent SE for each experiment. Doses are in mg /0.5 ml /side. *p , 0.05, compared with saline vehicle.

1 B). Further analysis showed that PPI values for the 6.25 mg dose
were significantly lower than those for saline ( p , 0.05). For the
MPFC, a trend toward a main effect of drug treatment was
indicated by ANOVA (F(3,27) 5 2.07; p , 0.128). Although this
trend did not reach statistical significance, examination of Figure
1C reveals a tendency for the high dose of dizocilpine to decrease
PPI. In contrast to these findings, ANOVA of PPI data from the
VH (F(3,27) 5 0.38; NS), NAcc (F(3,15) 5 0.51; NS), and DMT
(F(3,27) 5 1.13; NS) experiments failed to show significant effects
of drug treatment. Thus, dizocilpine inf usion into the AM, the
DH, and perhaps the M PFC decreased PPI, whereas dizocilpine
infusion into the V H, the NAcc, or the DMT failed to affect PPI.

dizocilpine treatment on startle magnitude for the NAcc
(F(3,15) 5 12.32; p , 0.001). Further analysis indicated that this
effect was attributable to a marked increase in startle magnitude
by the 6.25 mg dose ( p , 0.05) (Fig. 2 E). Finally, infusion of
dizocilpine into the DMT also increased startle magnitude, as
indicated by a significant main effect of treatment (F(3,27) 5 10.32;
p , 0.001), as well as post hoc comparisons of means, which
indicated that both the medium and high doses elevated startle
magnitude ( p , 0.05) (Fig. 2 F). Thus, startle magnitude was
increased after dizocilpine infusion into all sites except for
the MPFC.

Startle magnitude

Figure 3, A–F, depicts the location of injector tip placements in
the six different brain regions studied. Although it is possible that
subtle neuropathological changes might be produced by relatively
high doses of dizocilpine (Olney et al., 1989; Ellison, 1995), it
does not appear that the dizocilpine infusions in the present
studies produced lesions or excessive necrosis in any of the brain
regions examined, as illustrated in the photomicrograph of a
representative Nissl-stained section of the AM (Fig. 4). Thus,
multiple dizocilpine infusions into the brain may be a functionally viable protocol for studying the behavioral effects of centrally
administered noncompetitive NMDA antagonists.

The effects of intracranial dizocilpine inf usion on startle magnitude are illustrated in Figure 2, A–F. When inf used into the AM,
dizocilpine produced a main effect on startle magnitude (F(3,15) 5
4.76; p , 0.016). Although this effect appeared to be dosedependent, Newman –Keul’s test indicated that only at the highest
dose did dizocilpine significantly elevate startle magnitude ( p ,
0.05) (Fig. 2 A). Figure 2 B depicts a smaller but statistically
significant increase in startle magnitude after dizocilpine infusion
into the DH (F(3,21) 5 4.05; p , 0.021). Post hoc analyses revealed
again that the highest dose of dizocilpine produced this effect
( p , 0.05). In contrast, no effects on startle magnitude were
observed after dizocilpine inf usion into the M PFC (F(3,27) 5
1.24; NS) (Figure 2C). ANOVA of data from the V H experiment
indicated a strong trend toward a main effect of drug treatment on
startle magnitude (F(3,27) 5 2.98; p , 0.052). As had been observed with the AM, ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of

Histology

DISCUSSION
It was found in the present studies that central administration of
dizocilpine, a PCP-like noncompetitive NMDA antagonist, disrupts PPI in rats. A significant decrease in PPI was observed after
infusion into AM or DH. In contrast, microinfusion of dizo-
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Figure 2. Effects on startle magnitude of dizocilpine microinf usion into AM ( A), DH ( B), M PFC ( C), V H ( D), NAcc ( E), and DMT ( F). Error bars
represent SE for each experiment. Doses are in mg /0.5 ml /side. *p , 0.05, compared with saline vehicle.

cilpine into NAcc, V H, or DMT had no effect on PPI. The lack of
effect after inf usion into these regions, however, cannot be attributed simply to a paucity of PC P binding sites, because there are
high levels of tritiated PC P binding in these sites in quantitative
autoradiographic studies (Suzuki et al., 1995). A near-significant
decrease in PPI was found after dizocilpine inf usion into MPFC.
Startle magnitude was increased by dizocilpine inf usion into all
brain regions except for M PFC, with the largest increases in this
measure being noted after AM and NAcc inf usions. Together,
these results indicate that multiple forebrain limbic regions, including AM, DH, and possibly M PFC, contribute to the disruption of sensorimotor gating produced by noncompetitive NMDA
antagonists and that different anatomical sites underlie the PPIdisruptive and startle magnitude-increasing effects of dizocilpine.
It could be argued that the loss of PPI after dizocilpine infusion
into AM was an artifact of increased startle reactivity, because
startle magnitude was markedly increased by the same dose of
dizocilpine that decreased PPI. It is unlikely, however, that such
a ceiling effect would f ully account for the deficit in PPI, because
startle magnitude was increased to a comparable level after dizocilpine inf usion into NAcc, but no effect on PPI was observed
with dizocilpine inf usion into this site. Similarly, intra-DMT
infusions produced a smaller but dose-dependent increase in
startle magnitude but did not decrease PPI. Thus, increases in
startle magnitude, even if they are large, cannot completely explain the disruption of PPI produced by central infusion of
dizocilpine. Moreover, a decrease in PPI that was comparable to
that seen after intra-AM dizocilpine inf usion was observed after
dizocilpine administration into DH, but the increase in startle
magnitude in this experiment was much smaller than that for the

AM experiment. Thus, even in the absence of a large increase in
startle magnitude, a significant decrease in PPI was seen with
intracranial dizocilpine infusion. The effects on PPI of centrally
administered noncompetitive NMDA antagonists can therefore
be dissociated from the effects of these compounds on startle
magnitude. Moreover, the finding that dizocilpine infusion into
some brain regions decreases PPI without markedly increasing
startle magnitude (DH) and that dizocilpine infusion into other
regions increases startle reactivity without disrupting PPI (NAcc)
indicates that perhaps different brain regions subserve these two
behavioral effects of systemically administered noncompetitive
NMDA antagonists (Mansbach and Geyer, 1989). Dizocilpine
administration also has been reported to increase locomotor
activity, most likely via a dopaminergic mechanism (French,
1986; Tricklebank et al., 1989; Lehmann-Masten and Geyer,
1991; Bubser et al., 1992; Ouagazzal et al., 1993; Ouagazzal and
Amalric, 1995; Narayan et al., 1996). Although locomotor activity
was not measured in the present study, it should be noted that the
doses of dizocilpine required to elicit hyperactivity are generally
appreciably higher than those needed to disrupt PPI, either with
systemic or central administration (Mansbach and Geyer, 1989;
Lehmann-Masten and Geyer, 1991; Bakshi et al., 1994; Ouagazzal and Amalric, 1995; Narayan et al., 1996). A few studies
indicate that dizocilpine infusion into the NAcc increases locomotor activity (Ouagazzal and Amalric, 1995; Narayan et al.,
1996); future studies that provide a detailed anatomical mapping
of brain regions that mediate dizocilpine-induced hyperactivity
will be important in clarifying the degree of homology between
the neural substrates underlying dizocilpine-induced PPI deficits
and hyperactivity.
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Figure 3. Reconstructions of coronal cross sections depicting the location of injector tips in AM ( A), DH ( B), M PFC ( C), V H ( D), NAcc ( E), and
DMT ( F). Each filled circle represents injector tip placement for a different animal. Sketches were adapted from either the atlas of Pellegrino et al. (1979)
or the atlas of Paxinos and Watson (1986).

The present findings indicate that systemic administration of
compounds such as dizocilpine or PC P might result in PPI deficits
via actions within AM and /or DH. A possible role for MPFC is
also indicated, given the strong trend toward a disruption in PPI
after intra-M PFC dizocilpine inf usion. Previous work suggests
that M PFC is involved in PPI, because lesions of this region

disrupt PPI (Bubser and Koch, 1994). The decreases in PPI after
dizocilpine infusion into AM or DH provide further evidence for
the involvement of these regions in the modulation of PPI, because previous studies have reported disrupted PPI after AM
lesions (Wan and Swerdlow, 1997) or intra-DH infusion of the
cholinergic agonist carbachol (Caine et al., 1991). Similarly, the
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Figure 4. Photomicrograph of a Nissl-stained coronal section through
the AM. Note the lack of necrosis or lesioning at the injection sites after
dizocilpine infusion. The tissue integrity of this section is representative
of that in all the other brain regions studied.

lack of disruption in PPI after dizocilpine inf usion into VH is
consistent with the finding that competitive NMDA antagonists
do not disrupt PPI when administered into this region (Wan et
al., 1996). V H, however, does influence PPI, because glutamatergic stimulation or septal activation of this site reduces PPI (Koch,
1996; Wan et al., 1996). Thus, it may be that stimulation of VH
may be important for PPI, but blockade of intrinsic NMDA
receptors within this site is not.
The failure to find a disruption of PPI after dizocilpine infusion into NAcc is consistent with a previous report that no loss of
PPI was caused by intra-accumbens inf usion of dizocilpine
(Reijmers et al., 1995). Interestingly, these same authors reported
that high doses of AP-5 decreased PPI; this finding is consistent
with a more recent study by Kretschmer and Koch (1997) in
which intra-accumbens inf usions of AP-5 or the glycine-site antagonist 7-chloro-kynurenate disrupted PPI. Given this apparent
discrepancy between the effects of dizocilpine and the other
NMDA antagonists, a separate study was conducted in naive
animals in which dizocilpine, AP-5, or 7-chloro-kynurenate were
infused into the NAcc in a counterbalanced order over several
test days. Although the doses used were similar to those used by
Kretschmer and Koch (1997), we failed to find a significant deficit
in PPI after inf usion of any of the three NMDA antagonists (data
not shown), although the dizocilpine-induced increase in startle
magnitude seen in the present studies was replicated. Perhaps
methodological and /or parametric differences [a lower “pulse”
intensity and higher “prepulse” intensity was used by Kretschmer
and Koch (1997)] contributed to these different results. It should
be noted that a difference in the placement of injector tips is not
likely to account for the discrepancy between our results and
those of Kretschmer and Koch (1997), because in both studies,
placements fell approximately within the core of the NAcc.
Alternatively, it may be that different populations of NMDA
receptors are targeted by the channel-blocking NMDA antagonists such as dizocilpine and the competitive and glycine-site
antagonists such as AP-5 and 7-chloro-kynurenate. Indeed, evidence for the existence of NMDA receptor subtypes has been
found recently (Moriyoshi et al., 1991; Monyer et al., 1992;
Monaghan and Buller, 1994). Thus, it may be that the channel
blocker dizocilpine disrupts PPI via an NMDA receptor subtype
located within AM and DH, whereas the glutamate- and glycine-
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site antagonists produce their effects via actions at a different set
of NMDA receptors located within NAcc. Clearly, both the role
of NAcc in NMDA-mediated changes in PPI and the possible
existence of dizocilpine-preferring NMDA receptors need further investigation. It should be noted, however, that in the present
studies, dizocilpine did appear to be behaviorally active within
NAcc, because the high dose, which disrupted PPI and increased
startle magnitude after intra-AM infusion, markedly increased
startle magnitude after infusion into NAcc.
It could be argued that observed decreases in PPI in AM and
DH rats might reflect nonspecific diffusion-related effects of dizocilpine, because the dose required to disrupt PPI was very high.
The finding, however, that no decrease in PPI was noted after
dizocilpine infusion into the VH, which is located in close apposition to the AM, argues strongly against this diffusion hypothesis. Moreover, it was noted that in the second half of the test
session (15 min after drug infusion), decreases in PPI were
observed in the DMT animals in response to the high dose of
dizocilpine (data not shown). This delayed loss of site-specificity
could be attributable to diffusion of the drug from the DMT into
the lateral ventricle [because intracerebroventricular dizocilpine
infusion also disrupts PPI (Bakshi and Geyer, 1994)] or the DH
and suggests that diffusion-related nonspecific effects may be
possible but occur at a later time point than the one reported in
the present results. The dizocilpine-induced decrease in PPI in
AM and DH rats was immediate in onset, further arguing against
the notion that these decreases were attributable to nonspecific
diffusion-related effects.
The amount of PPI reduction produced by dizocilpine infusion
into any of these sites was small relative to systemic administrations of noncompetitive NMDA antagonists (Bakshi et al., 1994).
It is possible that systemically administered NMDA antagonists
reach multiple limbic regions and produce a small disruption of
PPI at each site, which additively results in the larger effect
observed with systemic administration of these compounds. It has
been hypothesized that the regulation of PPI takes place within
forebrain regions which, via a complex circuit involving multiple
cortical, striatal, pallidal, and thalamic sites (Kodsi and Swerdlow,
1994, 1995, 1997), connect to the primary startle circuit (Davis et
al., 1982) at the level of the pons. Manipulations that disrupt
transmission within the pedunculopontine tegmentum decrease
PPI (Koch et al., 1993; Swerdlow and Geyer, 1993). The small
decreases in PPI seen with separate infusions of dizocilpine into
AM, DH, or MPFC may summate within this circuitry, perhaps
at the level of the pons and thus result in the large PPI disruption
seen with systemic administration. Future studies manipulating
the neurochemical substrates of PCP-induced PPI deficits within
the anatomical regions indicated in the present studies will aid in
clarifying the precise neural circuitry mediating the ability of
noncompetitive NMDA antagonists to disrupt PPI. Preliminary
work along these lines indicates that the antipsychotic Seroquel
(quetiapine) or the a-1 adrenergic antagonist prazosin prevent
the disruption of PPI that is produced by intra-AM or intra-DH
dizocilpine infusion (Bakshi and Geyer, 1998).
The present results clearly point to the involvement of multiple
forebrain limbic regions, including AM, DH, and perhaps MPFC,
in the regulation of PPI deficits that are produced by channelblocking NMDA antagonists such as dizocilpine or PCP. A
recent study examined the uptake of 2-deoxyglucose after systemic administration of dizocilpine in rats, in a dose range identical to that which disrupts PPI (Bakshi and Geyer, 1995), and
found that glucose utilization was markedly elevated in DH and
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basolateral AM but not affected in anteromedial thalamus or
NAcc (Sharkey et al., 1996). This distribution of brain activation
almost perfectly mirrors the pattern of results in the present
studies, providing converging lines of evidence for the notion that
systemic administration of dizocilpine has f unctional effects in
the AM and DH and that these sites could contribute significantly
to the disruption of sensorimotor gating produced by noncompetitive NMDA antagonists. The precise mechanism by which
AM and DH become activated (as indicated by increased glucose
metabolism in these regions) by dizocilpine remains to be determined. It is possible that the NMDA receptors that are blocked
by dizocilpine are located on GABAergic interneurons, resulting
in a disinhibition of neuronal activity in these areas. Alternatively, it has been found recently that noncompetitive NMDA
antagonists can actually induce the release of glutamate within
the forebrain, resulting in the activation of non-NMDA glutamatergic receptors (Moghaddam et al., 1997); it may be that dizocilpine administration indirectly activates AM and DH via the
release of glutamate in these regions. C learly, it will be important
in future studies to determine whether the PPI-disruptive effects
of noncompetitive NMDA antagonists are prevented by nonNMDA glutamate receptor antagonists. It has been suggested
previously that limbic regions, including sites indicated in the
present studies, contribute to the psychotomimetic effects of noncompetitive NMDA antagonists in humans (Lahti et al., 1995).
The present studies constitute an important step toward the
elucidation of the neural circuits responsible for the PPIdisruptive effects of psychotomimetics such as PC P and perhaps
to the circuits responsible for the similar deficits in sensorimotor
gating seen in schizophrenia.
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